Intelligence enhancement of the adaptive wavefront interferometer.
The adaptive wavefront interferometer (AWI) we have reported recently is utilized to test in-process surfaces with severe surface figure error which is beyond dynamic range of conventional interferometers [S. Xue, S. Chen, Z. Fan, and D. Zhai, Opt. Express26, 21910 (2018).]. However, it shows low intelligence when Monte-Carlo simulation is conducted to apply AWI on various surface figure error. In some simulation cases, the unresolvable fringes keep still or cannot be turned into completely resolvable fringes. To troubleshoot this issue, we studied AWIs in a general framework of global optimization for the first time. Under this framework, we explained that three optimization issues contribute to the poor performance of AWI. On this basis, we proposed a machine vision and genetic algorithm combined method (MV-GA) to control AWI to realize efficient and robust tests of various surface figure error. Monte-Carlo simulation and experiment verify the robustness has been greatly enhanced.